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President Biden rejoined the Paris Climate Agreement on his first day of
presidency1 and formally re-entered the treaty one month later. Delivering on his
commitment towards climate change within his 100 days in Oval Office,2 the Biden
administration invited 40 nations and convened a two-days virtual World Leader
Summit on Climate from April 22-23, 2021.3 The summit facilitated the signatories
of Paris Accord to set their targets for National Determined Contribution (NDC)
that they announced at the Summit.
The US took the lead and announced to cut its carbon emission to 50% by 2030 while moving
towards net-zero emission by 2050.4 The top emitters and big economies such as the UK and
European Union (EU) also announced to reduce the emission to 65% and 55% respectively and said
that they will achieve net-zero emission by 2050.5In the summit, Japan and Canada set the target of
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46% and 40—45% reduction in carbon emission with the intention to achieve carbon neutrality by
2050.6
With the US returning to fight against climate change, the global efforts on this front gained the
much needed momentum.
Being the world’s largest economy

7

and second top emitter of greenhouse gases, US pledge to

reduce the emission by half is in itself a welcome step towards keeping the promises on climate
change. The Biden administration made a credible start on climate action plan by doubling US
international climate finance by 2024.8Also, it goes without saying that the summit united (at least
apparently) all the signatories of Paris Accord to mitigate the severe impacts of climate change.
Before the summit, the smoldering major power competition was dominating the global stage.
However, the challenges present by climate change brought the major powers - US, China, and
Russia - to come together and address this challenge as one.
Although the World Leaders Summit was a good start, the road ahead is by no means a smooth one.
Firstly, the big economies and top carbon polluters did not announce any NDC targets for
themselves. A global economy and the largest greenhouse gas emitter, China, did not announce any
new commitment, instead it only pledged to strictly regulate its carbon-powered plants.9 Beijing
maintained that it will peak its emission by 2030 and achieve carbon neutrality by 2060.10 The third
top emitter, India, also did not announce any target for reduction in carbon emission, rather it
reassured to install 450GW of renewable energy and forging India-US Climate and Clean Energy
Partnership for 2030.11 Russia, another large polluter, resisted to promise any concrete actions,
however, it did commit to make significant reduction in its overall emission. Australia, too, shied
away from offering any new commitments and, therefore, restrained itself from announcing any
new targets for slashing its carbon emission.12
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Secondly, the finances, as always, portrays a situation which can fairly be described as catch-22.
Situated on the other end of climate spectrum, the emerging economies and vulnerable countries
seemed to be looking up to the help that the big economies can offer. The poorer countries
described Biden’s announcement of US$1.2 billion for the Green Climate Fund as a drop in the
bucket.13 Given the troubles that the US face at the domestic level, particularly after the damage
that the previous administration did, it would be wishful to expect a big financial share from
Washington in the immediate future. The question arises: If not US, then who? This remains
unanswered as the other big economies did not show enough will to commit to the cause of global
climate.
Thirdly, the policy front on climate change still begs many questions. Any nation that decides to fight
against a disaster of large scale must showcase three capabilities: preparedness both in terms of
political will and infrastructure; prevention mechanisms (policy and technical aspects); and forging
partnerships with the relevant entities. Climate change is a global problem, so is its solution. The
leader in this global fight, the US, is itself not capable enough from any of the three aspect, let alone
the other countries which are following its lead.
A leading think tank on political economy of climate change, E3G, took stock of America’s
‘preparedness, prevention, and partnership’ on climate action.14 Quoting the US National Climate
Assessment, the think tank predicted a worst case scenario for the country. Frequent flooding,
especially in terms of hurricanes, can cost up to US$80 billion to coastal property owners and US$2
billion annually to tax payers.15 If the cost of addressing climate-driven disasters gets too high,
Washington’s sovereign credit ratings will receive a hard serve. Here, the US is not alone. Based on
research by a group of British universities, Moody’s and other credit rating agencies such as Fitch
and S&P Global, 63 countries are expected to suffer downgrades in their sovereign credit ratings due
to climate-induced disasters.16 The US, China, India, Australia, Canada, and Germany are among the
worst-hit countries.17
After the havoc that the Trump administration wrecked, President Joe Biden cannot revive the old
American partnership and build new ones in the immediate future. China conditioned its
cooperation on climate with a range of troubling issues with the US such as Taiwan.18 Two of US
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partners in QUAD, India and Australia, also did not offer much hope. India hinted at mutual
cooperation only, whereas Australia categorically stated that it will follow its own trajectory on
climate. In the post-pandemic era, it will be very difficult for the US to convince the big countries and
nudge the smaller ones to adapt to climate-resilient policies and infrastructure without offering
something big in return.
Climate change does not discriminate against nations and borders. Its impacts could be different for
every nation but its long-term ramifications are the same. On global environmental crisis, the
credible scientific scenarios present a classic case of ‘move-it-or-lose-it.’ There is very little room for
realpolitik on this very subject. All the nations must stand together to save the planet which is our
home.
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